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By SARAH JONES

Italian fashion label Versace is choosing city streets over tropical destinations in a resort effort that speaks to those
who are staying closer to home.

In a pair of films, Versace depicts an urban lifestyle as models wear its resort 2019 collection to cruise around a city
or get their hair cut. These everyday settings and situations present a more relatable image of the Versace man and
woman to consumers, which is made more aspirational courtesy of the high-fashion looks.

"The video shorts instantly blend reality with fantasy, so in this way they frame aspirational style in a relatable way
for resort," said Paul Farkas, cofounder of Athleisure Mag, New York. "For men's, paying homage across hoops, hip-
hop, rides and the barber shop, Versace becomes a must-have to flaunt on your staycay fun.

"The architecture, mirrors and rays of light create an equally stark environment for women's, with a sense of
empowerment to lead and take charge," he said. "Beyond whimsical, the city also lends an earthy, understated
backdrop that really pops the collection and accessories.

"This speaks to both loyalists and new customers alike that like fashion stories boasting streaks of color, playful
party combinations and enviable lounge robes."

Mr. Farkas is not affiliated with Versace, but agreed to comment as an industry expert. Versace was reached for
comment.

Close to home
Versace's resort campaigns for its menswear and women's wear are separate, but each feature similar themes.

The brand's women's wear effort finds a model strutting city streets in brightly printed apparel and knee-high boots.
Featuring a hip-hop style soundtrack, the video depicts the protagonist lounging on sculptures, sashaying in fringe
and leaning against elevator doors.
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View this post on Instagram

 

Women about town - she's ever-present and always bold. She's the mythical Medusa. The #VersaceResort19
collect ion for her is available now at the link in bio.

A post shared by Versace (@versace) on Jan 5, 2019 at 9:32am PST

Instagram post from Versace

About the film, Versace says, "Women about town she's ever-present and always bold."

Versace's menswear ad is more active, opening with a group of models taking a ride in a classic red Mustang.

The men are next seen on a basketball court and in a parking garage, where they pedal bicycles under the glow of
green artificial light.

Continuing the relatable themes, Versace ends the menswear film in a barbershop.

 

https://www.instagram.com/p/BsQuhYoCBjn/?utm_source=ig_embed&utm_medium=loading
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View this post on Instagram

 

Riding into the new collect ion - #VersaceResort19 is available now at the link in bio.

A post shared by Versace (@versace) on Jan 8, 2019 at 12:57pm PST

Instagram post from Versace

Invested in Instagram
Versace's campaign is centered on Instagram, including the social network's recently launched video platform
IGTV.

Instagram dove headfirst into video with the launch of IGTV, which serves as a home base for the platform's
expanded video offerings, including hour-long videos and curated films.

The platform allows creators to make more varieties of video offerings, which have previously been limited in
length and search capabilities. Instagram may be attempting to challenge YouTube for video dominance, something
that brands who work with the platforms should be aware of (see story).

Many luxury brands have taken to IGTV, sharing everything from short social videos to longer form documentaries
on the application.

For instance, French fashion label Chanel leveraged social media for a launch in native experiences, catering each
piece of content to the channel of publication.

In a multiplatform launch, Chanel used IGTV, Instagram Stories, Facebook, Twitter and more to excite fans for its
new timepiece launch. A special black-and-white film was launched specific to IGTV, with a teaser on Instagram
Stories, as luxury brands become more interested in the image-focused platform (see story).

"Instagram is an optimal environment for fashion announcements and launches, especially film shorts dovetailing
with editorial shots peppering the feed," Athleisure Mag's Mr. Farkas said. "These stories run well through the
collection, through compelling narratives, accents of weather and quick pace forward."
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